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ISpivak, Gayatri ChrakravortY
(b. 1e42)
Gayatri Chrakravorty Spivak is a feminist

cultural and literary theorist working in the

USA but giving lectures world-wide. As a

British-Indian working in the USA, much of

her work centres on her unease as a migranl

intellectual occupying a space she 'cannot not

want to inhabit' but must critique. She attempts

to render visible the historical and institutional

stmctures within which she speaks while acknowl-

edging that no one can totally articulate the

space she herself inhabits (see her collection of

essays Outside in the Tiaching Machine). She there-

fore asserts the importance of positionality while

refusing to essentialise it. Her work is marked by

a particular use of deconstruction, Marxist and

feminist theories as well as her commitment to

teaching and pedagogy. However, she is fre-

quently referred to as a postcolonial feminist

theorist (see postcolonial ferninisrr).

In her much cited essay 'Can the Subaltern

speak?' Spivak, following Marx's The Erghtzmth

Brumaire, constructs the subaltern as a space of

difference. The subaltern is structurally excluded

and can only enter existing structures by an

identification on her part with those already

positioned with the means to represent themselves'

In rhis essay Spivak emphasises two senses of

representation; representation as 'speaking for' as

in politics - Wrtretung and the theatrical sense of

representation as re-staging or 'placing there' -

Darstzllung. Representation is also never adequate or

complete. Spivak's main concern, then, in relation

to the question of, can the subaltern speak?, is with

the meaning transaction between speaker and

listener. Even r.t'hen the subaltern makes an effort

in death to speak she is not able to be heard. It is

speaking andhearing that completes the speech act

(see speech act theory).

Spivak is centraly concerned with the unstable

and catechrestical nature of language itself. The

idea of catechresis (as a metaphor without an

adequate literal referent) is appiied to western

notions of nation, nationalism, citizenship and

multiculturalism for which, she suggests, there is no

adequate referent in postcolonial contexts. She

distances herself from these terms while demon-
strating the crimes that are attendant upon them.
Her concern is less with producing a legitimating
counternarrative than with the deconstructive
project ofbringing provisional certainties into crisis
and examining the shifting limits of knowledge and
judgement. Spivak also reflects on the ethics of
relationship as she attempts to imaginatively
inhabit other people's narratives in such as way
as to tell someone else's story as her story of
feminism, to tell another's story without appro-
priating it.

Though often accused of being too theoretical
and obscure, Spivak suggests that theory provides
the necessary reflexivity to fulfil the responsibiliry of
the academic.

See also: cultural imperialism; cultural politics;
deconstruction, feminist; essentialism; narrative,
feminist uses of; national ism and gender;

pedagogy, feminist
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